
Choosing of the secondary club in Fin5 orienteering week 2017  

 

There will be a system in which the starting times of same club’s orienteers will be timed for the 

period of the hour for each day in Fin-orienteering week 2017. Each competitor is grouped to the 

group of his own orienteering club without the orienteerer having to do anything to the matter.  

If however, an orienteerer wants to become dealt with in the group of other than his/her own club in 

the allocation of starting times, he/she has to choose a secondary club to him/herself when 

entering or after that in IRMA-system at the latest 31.5.2017. When the secondary club has been 

chosen, the orienteerer's starting time is dealt with in the group of this secondary club, not his/her 

own club.  

 

Choosing of the secondary club during entering in IRMA-system 

  

When one enters in the section in which the series and entering days (picture 1) are chosen he/she 

has to move to the right edge of the entering window and then press SEARCH button (picture 2).  

 

Picture 1.  

 
 

Picture 2.  

 
 



After this the desired secondary club is chosen in the club search and pressed CHOOSE button.  

 

After the choice of the secondary club the chosen secondary club is seen on the entry line (picture 

3). After this the entering is normally continued forward.  

 

Picture 3.  

 
 

 

Choosing or changing of the secondary club by editing the entry that has already been 

made  

 

If the entry has already been made, the secondary club can be still chosen, it can be changed or it 

can be removed by editing the entry. The changes must be made at latest 31.5.2017. 

  

The name of the Fin5 orienteering week 2017 is clicked in the competition calendar in which case 

the information of competition day is displayed (picture 4). EDIT ENTRIES button is pressed.  

 

Picture 4.  

 
 



 

EDIT button is pressed (picture 5)  

 

Picture 5.  

 

There are two buttons in the following window (picture 6), Search and Remove. The secondary 

club is chosen by pressing SEARCH button. Don’t push Remove button, it will delete the entry 

for that day (not the secondary club). Also the removal of the secondary club is performed 

through the Search button (see removal instruction below). It will be pressed Search button of any 

given day (the same secondary club automatically will be chosen to all the days). 

 

 

Picture 6.  

 
 

  



 

 

After this the desired secondary club is chosen in the club search and pressed Choose button. This 

way secondary club is chosen or earlier chosen secondary club will be changed (picture 7). Finally 

SAVE button is pressed. 

 

 

Picture 7.  

 
  

 

Removal of the secondary club by editing the entry that has already been made in IRMA-
system 
 
If the entry has already been made, the secondary club can be still removed by editing the entry. 
The changes must be made at latest 31.5.2017.  
 
The name of the Fin5 orienteering week 2017 is clicked in the competition calendar in which case 
the information of competition day is displayed (picture 4).  
 
Edit entries button is pressed.  
 
Edit button is presses (picture 5). 
 
There are two buttons in the following window (picture 6), Search and Remove. The secondary 
club is chosen by pressing Search button. Don’t push Remove button, it will delete the entry for 
that day (not the secondary club). The removing of the secondary club is performed through 
the Search button.  
 
It will be pressed Search button of any given day. 
 
After this no club will be chosen in the club search but it is directly pressed, Choose –button. This 
way earlier chosen secondary club will be removed. Finally Save button is pressed. 


